**Singular and Plural Nouns**

* A singular noun names one person, place, or thing.  
  example: One dog barked last night.
* A plural noun names more than one person, place, or thing.  
  example: Three dogs barked last night.

Add an *s* to many singular nouns to make them plural.

---

**Directions:** Find the underlined nouns in the sentences below. Tell if the nouns are singular or plural.

1. There were two *cats* playing in the yard last night.  
2. We saw a *movie* last night at the theater.  
3. My *friend* came to see me yesterday.  
4. I checked out some *books* from the library.  
5. I went fishing at the *pond* last week.  
6. How many *ants* are on the picnic table?  
7. There were two *boats* on the lake at sunset.  
8. I helped my dad wash the *car* this morning.  
9. I found seven *eggs* in the chicken coop.  
10. The *dentist* cleaned my teeth yesterday.

---

**CCSS 1.L.1.b** Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.